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Abstract A co'mrnon regulation mechanism of real-time systems uses a cyclic 
admittance scheme: at each cycle a limited number of new demands is admitted. An 
equation governinR the system state at gate opening epochs is obtained an solved. 
From this, we derive the state observed by arriving customers, to which are related the 
GOS parameters. The method proceeds by counting states at arrival and opening 
epoch~, and comparing counts. The relation obtained does not involve probabilistic 
argunlents, and in some sense generalizes the equality of states at arrival and depar
ture epochs in the M/G/I queue. 

1 - THE GA TE Al0DEL. 

The model takes its origin in the study of a real time computer system scheduler. In such a 
machine, the admittance of new custonlers is restricted in order to prevent congestion effects. 
Upon the. possible ways to achieve this goal, the present paper focuses on the "cyclic admittance 
scheme": processors use a cyclic schedule, and one of the cyclic tasks is devoted to new 
customers' adrruttance, of which number is limited. Each admitted customer generates an amount 
of work, spread over the whole calJ duration. Note that other mechanisms are possible. For 
more details on such topics, and on the effect of customers'behaviours, see [Hebuteme 1987]. 

The model is the following: customers arrive in front of a gate, according to a Poisson 
process. The gate is normally closed, and opens according to a renewal process. When the gate 
opens, waiting customers enter up to the number N. If n ~ N were waiting, all will be admitted; 
if n > N were waiting, N only are admitted, the others wait for the next opening. As soon as a 
customer is adnlitted, it disappears from the model: there is no interaction between customer 
servicing and gate opening. In other words, we are only concerned with the initial waiting in front 
of the gate. 

We use the following notations: 

• A is the rate of the arrival Poisson process. • 1: is the random time between the n-th and (n + 1 )-th gate opening, F is its probability dis
tribution function, F(t) = P{ T" ~ f}, and B(s) the Laplace transform of F. 8 is the mean time 
betwecn openings: 8 = E(T,,). 

• N is the maximum size of the bulk admitted at each opening. 
• We study X"' the number of customers in front of the gate just before the 

n-th opening. Let: 

(I) Pk = Limn .... ooP{Xn = k} 

• Latcr on, we study the state observed by arriving customers. Let Y" be the number of cus
tomers the n -th arrival observes, and: 

(2) qk = Limn~ooP{ Yn = k} 

• The number of customers arriving between the (n - I) -th and n-th opening is denoted as 
An, and is distributed according to the a's: 

le 

f -AI (11) 
(3) (Xk = P{~ = k} = e ~dF(t) 
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Its mean value is given .by E(~) = lE(T.) = 18. . 
• Generating functions wiU be useful: p(z}= 2P"z' , Q(z) = 'Lq"z' The generating function of the 

a win be denoted as A(z): 

(3') A(z) = LCXkZk = B(l-lz) 

The main equation. The number present just before the (n + I) - th opening depends both 
on the arrivals and on the number admitted at the n - th opening: 

if Xn ~ N then Xn+1 = ~n+l 

if Xn > N then Xn+1 = ~n+l + Xn - N 

these relations are a direct translation of the model. In short: 

(4) 

- as usual [u]~ = max(O,u). It follows that {X,,} is a Markov chain. 

2 - OTHER USES OF THE MODEL. 

The initial application was in terms of a data transmission or telephone exchange modeling; 
moreover, the original model can describe a lot of different situations, eg.: 

A TDMA Protocol. A time division mUltiplex access protocol (TDMA) gives rise to a gate 
model. The frame is divided in slots assigned to the different users. Each user receives packets to 
send (possibly from many independent sources). It buffers them until the next slot assigned to it, 
which allows it to emit up to N packets (or bytes, etc). 

I n this application, it should be clear that the service is of no importance, since all the ad
mitted packets will have been sent and have disappeared at the next slot. The waiting of a packet 
is only due to the gating process. 

Usually, T (time between successive slots) will be constant; one could imagine systems 
where it varies. N will depend on the length of the allocated slot. 

A Fault-Tolerant Machine. Let us imagine a system where fault-tolerance is provided by 
replicating vital equipments. A repairman proceeds to periodical inspections, according to a re
newal process F(/). A is the rate of the Poisson failure process. 

When he visits the machine, the repairman carries with him a limited stock of N spares, so 
that he cannot correct more than N breakdowns. The process {X,,} describes the number of faulty 
equipments just prior to the n -th inspection: [X" - N]~ is the state of the "refreshed" system. On 
the other hand, {Y,,} is the state when a new failure occurs. 

In this application, one would usually define a bound M on the number of simultaneous 
faulty pieces, and one should be interested by P{ Y" > MJ. 

An Inventory Model. We consider a store, where items to be sold arrive with a Poisson rate 
of A per time unit. Customers arrive, according to a renewal process of distribution F(I), in
tending to buy batches of size N. However, if less than N items are available, the customer buys 
the incomplete set. The seller encouters then a loss of his profit, of mean value 
lJN - J)Pj = N -18 (see formula (9) below). 

3 - OTHER BULK SYSTEMS LEADING TO THE SAME RELATION. 

The previous systems were analysed through the "periodic gate" model: its solution will 
solve for each of them. On the other hand, queues with bulk service can be analysed through the 
same equalion (4) - although they actually represent quite different situations. 

The NusualN bulk queue;·, It has already received attention - sce for instance references [Bailey 
1954, Syski 1960, Chaudhry 1981] - among others. 
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In this system, customers arrive individually, and wait in front of a single server. At the end 
of a service, the server will treat up to N customers as a single batch. If less than N are waiting, 
they are served simultaneously; otherwise, only N .are processed. The service duration is (a ran
dom variab]e) independent of the size of the batch processed. 

Let X" denote the number of customers in the system just after a departure epoch, i.e. the 
number of waiting customers just before, and A" the number arriving during the nth service. The 
distribution of f1 is given again by eqn. (3), where F denotes now the common service time dis
tribution of batches. 

U sing the same arguments as above, it is easy to se~ that (4) holds. 

The queue with batches of fixed size. I n this model, the server removes customers from the 
queue, in batches of fixed size N. The server possibly will rest until N customers are waiting. A 
treatment of this model can be found in [Fabens 61]. 

We use the same notations as above: X" denotes the number of waiting customers just be
fore a departure. At the n - th departure, if N or more customers are waiting, the (n + I) th ser
vice begins immediatly; if j < N customers are waiting, the server begins an idle period, until 
N - j new customers enter the queue and complete the (n + I) th batch. In this case X,,+l is only 
the numher arriving during the (n + I) th batch. So: 

XII+1 = AII+t + [XII - N]+ 

Generalization: a queue with thresholds Neuts and Nadarajan have studied a generalization 
of the two previous model: in [Neuts 1982], they study a multi-server system, with exponentiaIly 

. distrihuted service times, functioning according to the rule: an idle server can accept only bulks 
of size comprized between a and b. They denote their system by M/M(a,b)/R. 

It is immediate to see that relation (4) holds again, with N = b (the parameter a is not in
volved in the equation - nor is it involved in the stability condition, eqn. 2 of the reference). In 
[Neuts 1982], F is restricted to the exponential distribution; in the general case, one could name 
the model M/G(a,b)/I, the queues described above being noted as M/G(l,N)/1 and M/G(N,N)/l, 
respectively. The solution of (4) solves actually for the M/G(a,b)/l - at least as far as X" is con
cerned (the state just after a departure). 

Remarks. With the present meaning of the variables, this slightly generalizes the M/G/ I 
case, where N = I (see for instance chapter 5 of [Kleinrock 1975]). Although the systems de
scribed a]J use a bulk service mechanism, we must note the discrepancies between the models built 
in order to describe them by the same equation. 

Perhaps the most salient difference lies in that only in the first mode] the "service" (i.e. here 
gate opening) is completely independent of customers arrivals: for batch queues on the other 
hand, a service is triggered either by the first customer or by the Nth. 

At last, note that the models share (4) and its solution, but that a lot of supplementary ef: 
fort is needed to actually solve each peculiar model. 

Can we find other models, or imagine other systems which modeling could lead to eqn. (4)7 

4 - RESOLUTION OF THE COMMON RELATION 

Previous works on bulk queues have already provided solution to our key equation. That 
is to say there is no originality in this section. We recall briefly the method used, for easy refer
ence. 

4.1 The stability condition. 

The relation allows a quick parallel with a GI/GI/l queue. Let us first rewrite it as 
Z".f.. = [Z" + A" - N]+ where Z" = X" - A" Under this fonn, Z = X - A is solution of a Lindley 
equation, giving the waiting time distribution of a queue with constant interarrivals of duration 
N and with service time distributed according to A. The stability condition of this system gives 
the ergodicity condition. for {X,,}: 
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(5) A8 < N " 

as one could have directly guessed (see also eqn. 2 of(Neuts 1982]). 

4.2 The state probabilities. 

From (4), one derives easily a set of equations giving the state probabilities at departure epochs 
(or gate opening, depending on the model under study). We restrict to the case where (5) holds, 
so that the stationary probabilities exist. We use the Pit, as defined by (I), to transform eqn. (4) 
into the set of equations: 

Po = (Po + ... PN)a.O 

k 

Pk = (Po + ... PN)a.k + UN+Pk-J 
)=1 

In words, either the last admission emptied the queue, and we observe only those arrived 
during the service (first term), or N + j were present, of which N were served, and k - j more 
arrive. Using generating functions, and after some algebra, we get: 

A(z) ~ I 
P(z) = A(z)[Po + ... PN] + -" -N- ~ PjZ 

z J=N+l 

At last, we obtain: 

(6) A(z) [ N N-l ] 
P(z) = N (Po + ... + PN-l)z - (Po + Pl z + ... + PN-l z ) 

z - A(z) 

It remains to estimate the family (Po, ... ,PN- I)' This is done using classical analyticity argu
ments: the zeroes of the numerator must cancel the zeroes of the denominator inside the unit 
circle; the remaining constant is calculated at z = I. Finally, one can write: 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

Remarks: 

N-l 
P(z) = (N -18) (z - I)A(z) n z - z, 

zN _ A(z) I - Z, 
'=1 

N (z,) -A(Zi) = 0 i = 1,2, .. N - I zi * I 

• In the case where F is exponential, the resolution can be further simplified. If it is a 
deterministic distribution, the roots are easily estimated too. See the references. 

• A direct estimation of P( I) through eqn. (6) yields the interesting relation: 

(9) L (N-JjpJ= N-18 
OS}<N 

• The probability of less than N customers is: 
N-J 

Po + ... + PN-l = (N - A8)/n(1 - z,) 
1-1 

• The mean value of X" is: 
N-1 

(10) E(X) = P'(I) = A8 + A"(I) - N(N - I) +" I 
2(N - AB) ~ I - z, 

1=1 
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5 - THE GATE WITH PERIODIC OPENINGS (CONrp) 

Once the solution of equation (4) is obtained, the model could be solved by the classical 
Semi-Markovapproach: since the customers arrive according to a Poisson process, they see X" 
the stationary distribution; this last is a semi-regenerative process, in which the Markov renewal 
process (X"' T") is imbedded. The key renewal theorem yields the stationary distribution of (X,), 

Such an approach is quite tractable; e.g., this is the one used in [Fabens 1961], to obtain the 
solution of the queue with services in batches of fixed size. However, we prefer to use a simpler 
approach, which relates state probabilities at arrival and departure instants (this generalizes the 
classical equality of states for the G/G/I system) . 

. Moreover, the method gives immediately the generating function of the occupancy at arrival 
epochs (in fact, the relation obtained holds for a non-Poisson input flow). From this g.f., various 
interesting quantities are derived. 

5.1 Counting arr;"ais and departures. 

Let us observe our system for a period (0,1). In order to avoid useless complication, we assume 
T not to be an opening epoch. 

Let a(j) be the number of arrivals who find j waiting customers. Also, let dV) be the 
number of opening epochs with j customers waiting just before. 

Except perhaps for the initial and final levels, the same number of entrances in and of exits 
from each leve1 should be observed. That is, 

for j = 0 d( I) + ... + deN) = a(O) 

for j > 0 aCi - 1) + dCi + N) = av) + dCi) 

The induction on j leads to: 
N 

(11 ) aCi) = LdCi + k) 
k=l 

Now, 1et A rr( nand Dep( 7) be the total number of arrivals and of departure epochs in the 
observation period, respectively. The probabilities at arrival and departure instants, as defined by 
(1) and (2), are the limits, if they exist: 

Pk = IimT-+ood(k)/Dep(1) , qk = limT-+ooa(k)/Arr(1) 

Moreover, since both arrivals and openings are renewal processes, 

limT-+ooArr(1)/T = 1 , limT-+ooDep(1)/T = 1/8 

(recal1 that e is the mean time between successive openings). Note that we only make use of 
renewal properties (Poisson processes are not invoked). From (11), we write: 

av) \' d(k + j) Dep(1) T 
Arr(1) = ~ Dep(1) . T . Arr(1) 

k 

Since all individual expressions have finite limits, we have: 

lim av) I \' dCi + k) 
T -+ 00 Arr(1) = 18 ~ Dep(1) 

or: 

(12) 
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This is the result we were looking for: it gives the {q}, as soon 0 as the {P} are knoWn. 

5.2 The generating function of the oil's 
The treatment is straightforward: we multiply both terms of (12) by ZA, and we sum up. The 
summation inversion: 

00 Ic+N N 11-1 00 11-1 

LL=LL+LL 
k=O II-k+l 11=1 k=O II=N+J k=II-N 

leads to the g.f. = 

[ 
N ] kIN N k 

Q(z) = Lqkz = N (I - z )P(z) + Uk(Z - z ) 
18z (I - z) k=O 

The summation in the right hand side can be expressed as a function of P(z) by means of 
eqn. (6); we obtain at last: 

1 1 - A(z) 
(13) Q(z) = 18' A(z)(1 _ z) p(z) 

or, using now (5), 
N-1 

(13') 
N -),8 1 -A(z) n z - z/ 

Q(z) = . N 
),8 A(z)-z I-z; 

1==1 

with for Zj the solutions of (8). 

5.3 Meon .'o/ues, ond other perforl1,once measures. 

The derivative of eqn. (13) at z = I gives E(Na), the mean number of customers observed by 
arriving ones: 

(14) E(Na) = E(Nd) + A"(I) - 2()'8)2 
2),8 

where Eqn. (10) give E(Nd) , the mean occupancy just before the gate opens. 

If needed, variances of Na and Nd could be obtained from eqn. (7) and (13). 

6 - CONCLUSION 

Customers admittance in the common control of a telephone exchange has been analysed 
by a gate model explained in section 2. The architecture studied uses a cyclic admission scheme. 

Other systems obey the same model (section ~), while completely different models obey the 
same equation (section 3). 

Once the equation solved (section 4), we have to relate its solution with quantities of in
terest, i.e. representing grade of service (GOS) experienced by customers. This is done in section 
5, where we relate the state probabilities at departure and arrival epochs. This solves for GOS 
quantities, since they are clearly linked with probabilities at arrival epochs. For instance, Little's 
formula gives the mean waiting time, once E(Na) is obtained from eqn. (14). 

From (13'), one could obtain by a numerical evaluation the detailed probabilities, in order 
to solve the repairman problem evoked in section 2 (calculation of P{ Y,. > M}). 
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